
Pui Kiu Primary School 

P.4 General English 

Unit 7 Thank You --- Assignment (SLR p. 9-10) 

Name:_______________________ (   )  Class: __________  Date: 13th March, 2020 

Read SLB p.19 and fill in the following boxes with the correct adjectives. 

Verb 
Adjective to describe our 

feelings using ‘-ed’ 
Adjective to describe 

things using ‘-ing’ 

1. interest         interested interesting 

2. fascinate   

3. excite   

4. surprise   

5. amaze   

6. overjoy   

7. thrill   

8. relax   

9. worry   

10. frighten   

11. bore   

12. terrify   

13. exhaust   

14. tire   

15. shock   

16. scare   

*Circle the correct answer. 

17. When we talk about how PEOPLE feel, we use ( ‘-ed’  /  ‘-ing’ ) adjectives.  

18. When we talk about THINGS, we use ( ‘-ed’  /  ‘-ing’ )  adjectives.  
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emotions 

 

 

Negative 

emotions 

 

 



Do we use ‘-ing’ adjectives or ‘-ed’ adjectives?  Circle the correct answers.  

1. The Wild Roller ride is very fast and very ( excited / thrilling )! I love it very 

much! 

2. Jack’s grandmother is in hospital now. He feels very ( worried / worrying ) about 

her condition. 

3. Uncle Pete was very ( exhausted / exhausting ) so he took a rest on the bus. 

4. The movie was ( terrifying / thrilled ) because it had many horrible, evil 

monsters in it. 

5. The little boy was ( surprised / surprising ) by the movie ending – he didn’t think 

it would end like that! 

6. The children were ( amazed / surprising ) by their teachers because they just 

had a surprise birthday party. 

7. Chris has just moved to his new house. He loves his new home very much 

because it is very ( relaxed / relaxing ).  

Fill in the blanks using the correct adjectives. 

Last night, I went to Sarah’s birthday party.  It was a 

(1)_______________ (thrill) evening and I felt (2)_______________ (excite) 

about it. We prepared a lot of (3)___________________ (interest) games and 

gifts for Sarah, so she felt (4)___________________ (surprise). I was very 

(5)______________________(exhaust) because the party was 

(6)_____________________ (tire). It was an (4)_______________ (amaze) 

evening with lots of fun! 
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